
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of insights analyst.
Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for insights analyst

Represent the voice of the consumer in decisions made across all facets of
the business – communication, product development and retail insights
Review all feedback received from HiPo users of our reporting solutions, and
work closely with analyst colleagues to determine the appropriate action to
resolve
Run regular update processes & data accuracy checks to ensure dashboards
are providing accurate data on a timely basis
Create & maintain documentation for the end to end processes required to
run our reporting infrastructure data pipelines to main production tables to
front end dashboards
Market sizing analysis for new verticals
Collect and gather data through Google's internal database/platforms
Responsible for day-to-day administration of digital analytics initiatives,
including implementation and oversight of studies (quantitative and
qualitative), monitoring and social listening, processing and reacting to data
in real-time, ad hoc requests
Build and maintain a strong understanding, skill in use, and application of
technical skills and internal data/tools
Analyze sales performance metrics, identify key trends and deliver
recommendations
Perform project management responsibilities in support of relationship
management special projects and activities
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Technical capability in SAS and Oracle,(Endeca)
Hands-on experience in web analytics and (analytics tag implementation and
Adobe Analytics a plus)
A passion for data, and an understanding of how to work with large data sets
consisting of billions of records willingness to learn new technologies and
methodologies under minimum guidanceExtensive hands-on experience with
enterprise level data is a must
Exposure to the operation and analysis of SQL, MySQL, Oracle relational
database software and standards, data retrieval methodologies
Passion for taking data and telling a holistic story
Knowledgeable in Excel, Word, PowerPoint, and with general Web based
interfaces


